As a professor of Art History, I was fascinated by the recent article by Wansink and Wansink entitled 'The Largest Last Supper: depictions of food portions and plate size increased over the millennium.' 1 I am concerned that the authors may have made a slight mistake, however, and given that their article has received such wide publicity (and apparent acceptance), I feel compelled to voice an objection to their methods and, possibly, their conclusions. 'If art imitates life,' the authors stipulate, 'and if food portions have been generally increasing with time, we might expect this trend to be reflected in paintings that depict food.' Looking at a compendium of images of the Last Supper from 1000 CE to the present, they note that the size of the main dish linearly increases over time in relationship to the size of Jesus's and the apostles' heads. They conclude that actual food portions on people's plates in the corresponding time periods must have been increasing at a similar rate.
The problem, of course, is that art often does not imitate life. For example, if one looks at the same book from which the authors took their data (Last Supper, Phaidon Press, 2000) , and looks at the same paintings, one will notice that from about 1000 CE to 1400 CE the architectural spaces in which Jesus and the apostles ate are rather smallFindeed, in many of them, if Jesus were to stand up, his head would break through the ceiling. Gradually, though, the architectural spaces seem to get larger and larger, often reaching palatial dimensions. Should architectural historians therefore assume that domestic spaces have been getting larger and larger since 1000 CE? In a few early works one will also notice that servants are significantly smaller than Jesus; yet they appear to be of the same size as Jesus in later works. Should labor historians puzzle over this mysterious growth spurt among food service workers? Of course not.
At issue here is what art historians call 'hierarchical proportions' (sometimes referred to as 'heraldic' or 'semiotic' proportions). In a great deal of pre-Renaissance painting and sculpture (and in a good amount of work made during and after the Renaissance too, depending on what area of the globe you are studying), figure size in paintings was determined by the importance of the subject. The most important figureFthat is, JesusFwould always be big in relation to the room, to the food, and even sometimes to the servants. This manner of representation made the identities and relative importance of figures more legible; meanwhile, less consequential objects or details could be rendered in marginal size. It was not until the early Renaissance (for a host of scientific, economic, philosophical and other cultural reasons) that artists and their patrons began to be more interested in rendering the actual size of things. It was around then that Jesus began to appear in a room of truly inhabitable proportions, for example. If previously, in the hierarchical system, food had often been rendered as a sort of place holder (a rude circle of meager size standing as a general sign for 'bread'), with a shift to a more mimetic system food was increasingly rendered as it might have looked on an actual table.
The graph in the Wansink and Wansink article (or at least the first few centuries covered by it) is probably not charting a shift in actual food portions. It is more likely charting the shift from hierarchical representation to mimetic representation that very famously took place in European painting between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries.
Although I cannot itemize the all the other issues that could account for changing representations of food in painting over time (this has already been the subject of many, many scholarly studies), I might quickly mention one other development that might have affected the results of this studyFthe invention of still life painting. If paintings in and after the sixteenth century began to lavish more attention upon the food served at the Last Supper, it is because there was a market-driven vogue for portraits of tabletops.
When conducting a study in which one's data set comes primarily from painting, it would probably be wise to consult an art historian. If, however, one cannot do that, it might be wise to check an additional data set (check the Jesus head/ food ratio against a Jesus head/building ratio) to test the results. Though I come from the humanities and am unfamiliar with the subtleties of the scientific method, I believe that if the authors had used such a control their results would have been more convincing.
